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Situation & needs
Management is becoming increasingly complex. The claims of companies and employees have changed and grown.
The complexity of the requirements has increased dramatically, and with it the need for a new kind of leadership
- especially in situation and employee-friendly management. Because a single, functioning management style is
non-existent. This is exactly where value-based leadership starts.

Why 9 levels?
9 levels makes it clear how, why, when, who should lead on what level. Only when management style, leadership
and management philosophy for employees and their value systems and the desired practices within the organization fit, can collaboration become successful. A leader can and will only be successful and satisfied when they
behave as their own values dictate and at the same time with the values within the organization that they have
helped to shape. Only then can the long-term goals in their team / their own department / their own organization
achieve success.

Areas of Application
• In traditional leadership development: In order to raise awareness which different value systems there are with
people and in groups.
• In leadership consulting: How are career paths operating? How should managers behave when they come up
against problem areas? How can a manager better lead across different reporting lines or company divisions?
• How do I lead assorted employees to achieve our goal?
• In traditional individual coaching.

Typical questions
• Which level am I at personally?
• What does my value system mean for
my leadership behaviour?
• Which level are the employees who I
manage at?
• How should I adjust my leadership to
that?
• How do I run a heterogeneous team
with individuals with different value
systems?
• How can I match my personal leadership behaviour with the challenges of
the organization on common ground?

Benefits
9 levels brings a very large added value by creating awareness of value systems. It increases the clarity and
transparency and makes things that were previously hidden visible using scientifically proven measurement methodology. It makes it clear to the individuals from which past they come, with what subjects they might also have
personal problems, why they are dissatisfied in some subjects and what changes are meaningful and purposeful.
For managers, the diversity of employees becomes clearer - they learn to lead more individually and better and to
optimally use resources. The result is an understanding of the importance of value culture and its direct relationship
to the success of the organization.

Application
The coachee receives, in advance, a code for the online questionnaire and works on the questions for the Personal
Value System. You as a trainer, coach or consultant bring along the evaluation (report) and discuss the topics in
workshops, coaching or training. You then work out which level should be carried out and how, which levels harmonise well, or less well, with each other and find solid solutions for the implementation of the management style.
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